Data Integration
Wizard-based data integration with no effort, no coding, and no need for special knowledge, performed completely in a cloud. Automate your data integration tasks in a convenient GUI. Choose the most suitable integration scenario for yourself!

- **Data Import**
  Import CSV files and cloud or database data to other cloud apps/databases with powerful mapping features.

- **Data Export**
  Export data from cloud apps and relational databases to CSV files that can be downloaded locally or saved to cloud file storage.

- **Data Replication**
  Create a copy of cloud data in a database with automatic schema creation and keep it up-to-date automatically.

- **Data Synchronization**
  Synchronize data between cloud apps and relational databases in both directions.

Cloud-to-Cloud Backup
Back up your data to secure Azure GRS storage automatically on a daily basis or manually anytime. Search, view and export backed up data and restore it in one click.

Online SQL Query Tool
Access, visualize and manage your database and cloud data directly from a web browser.

OData REST API Server
Get REST API access for cloud and relational data without any coding over the web.

Supported Data Sources: